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Almost one year ago, a Mage attacked Silver and changed the course of her destiny. Immortals
exist, and now she is one of them. Within the dark and supernatural city of Cognito, Silver is living
under the watchful eye of her Ghuardian and dating her mortal enemy. Neither man can protect her
from a dark secret, one buried within the contents of a box. As rival factions struggle to gain control,
she finds herself in the middle of a centuries-old feud that threatens to drive a wedge between her
and Logan Cross, the man who intends to seduce her. In an explosive turn of events, one life is
saved and another is forever altered. Can Silver trust those around her, or are they hiding a dark
secret of their own?
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I LOVE this book. I have read it twice since it came out. Not because it was confusing, but just
because I was sad that it was over and wanted to savor it. If you have not read the other books in
this series, it will probably be very confusing at first. The solution to that is simple, head on over and
grab yourself Sterling. Be prepared, you will want to read all three all in a row.Now onto here are a
few of the things I love about this book:*Really it all comes down to the characters. I love them or
hate them or wish I could know them. I get mad at them, want to hug them, cry for them, and
sometimes want to smack them upside the head. Frankly, it is quite freaky how real they are to me.
Dannika gets an A plus for creating these amazing characters.*Relationships: The relational
dynamics explored in this story are so multidimensional and authentic. I know the fan fave is the

love relationship between Silver and Logan, but there are so many more. You have the brotherly
relationships between Logan and both his brother and his "adopted" brother (sorry trying to stay
unspoilery). You have the friendship relationships between so many characters. You have the
father/daughter type relationship strengthening between Justus and Silver. There are so many and
they have multiple levels. I think this probably goes back to her creation of "real" characters.*Love,
Love, Love the lore and the world she has created. It keeps expanding and growing with each
book.*I could not put this book down. I seriously counted down the days until it was ready and then
devoured it.*I had so many theories about what was going to happen in this book and pretty much
all of them were wrong. Dannika does not go with the obvious, or the formula I read over and over
again.

NOTE: I've kept things general as not to give any spoilers away to new readers.The Good: Because
her 'rebirth' as a Mage almost made her into an adolescent again (due to how the Mageri treat
Learners) we see Sterling growing into herself and her life as a Mage more and more every book.
While she is still learning, she holds her own on a regular basis, but for those (like me) who like a
little "damsel in distress" sometimes, there are great moments like that, also. Her relationships grow
with almost every character from the previous books, as well as a new one or two.Justus fans will
be thrilled because we learn more about him in this book than ever before. Simon fans will love his
ever-present snarky and hilarious humor, and for those who wanted to get to know Finn a bit, he's
fleshed out more as well. For Silver and Logan fans...you won't be disappointed! For anyone who
thinks that foreplay is not nearly as sexy as the "main event", Dannika will change your mind! She
can write a love scene that will leave you steamy well after you close the book, without getting too
kinky or over-the-top. Love scenes aside, Ms. Dark is a master at creating romance and there are
some swoon-worthy scenes in this book that will have you sighing days later.The Bad:There are
times when Silver's immaturity is off-putting. As I mentioned, I know she's unhappy and adjusting to
a strange, new life, but some of her reactions bordered on childish at times. I also wasn't always a
huge fan of how she treated Logan. While she's not purposely bad to him, and is understandably
not ready to make a life long commitment, I also didn't feel like she respected him very well at times.

Well I have read all three books of The Mageri series consecutively in the past week. I cannot tell
you a single even that has happened in that time, because every second of my time was spent
totally enraptured by these characters and this truly amazing storyline. Silver has a knack for
trouble, and it will find her even when she is not looking. Over the past three novels I felt as though

she alternates between victim and instigator. Although, regardless of her risk taking I absolutely love
her character; I just may want to choke her when I foresee the errors in her judgment. If you have
read my previous review for book two I reluctantly expressed my bias nature toward Justus and
Logan. Darn it, if that Chita is not weaseling his way into my heart! Now I am in a constant struggle
with myself, but I still feel the deep seeded loyalty toward Justus. Only now love Logan as well.
What is a girl to do? Gotta love me some intense love triangles!!! Even if one of them is a complete
"touch me not". With each book the story is twisting farther and farther from the original story base,
but it is still carrying its action packed intensity and the most riveting story. As the complications
grow, so is the massive cast and it intrigues me more and more with each new addition. Uniquely, I
love so many characters with such devotion in one book that I wonder at times how it is even
possible. I absolutely love how each character has a deep attachment to Silver, and each one has a
devotion and loyal nature that is wonderful. Even when it appears that Silver will find a character
that she is at odds with the relationship will end up transforming into one of respect. In the end there
is not one character that is a mystery, and each carries a significant position in what I like to call her
family.
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